EDI Programmer - 1021

Employee Benefits Corporation is currently seeking qualified candidates for a full-time EDI Programmer position based in our Middleton, WI location. The EDI Programmer is responsible for the implementation and support of electronic data exchange processes with new and existing clients and third party service providers. On a daily basis, this position performs technical and data analysis to ensure the integrity of data while maintaining a high level of responsiveness to customer service inquiries and business needs. Working collaboratively with the development team, the EDI Specialist assists in maintaining test data and testing electronic transaction interfaces.

Qualified candidates will have a Bachelor's degree. Experience with C# programming and .NET technologies/frameworks is required. Ideal candidates should possess at least basic knowledge of SQL Query tools, preferably in a Microsoft SQL Server environment. An understanding of SSIS as well as a working knowledge of FTP and file encryption technologies would be beneficial. Knowledge of Powershell a plus. This position also requires strong analytical, problem solving and communication skills as well a keen attention to detail and a high level of professionalism.

Employee Benefits Corporation administers a variety of employee benefits, from IRS-approved, tax-advantaged plans to COBRA and state-regulated continuation administration, through informative education materials, dedicated reporting, creative plan design and expert customer support. As a 100% employee-owned company, we are committed to using our experience, knowledge, creativity and technology to ensure our customers’ satisfaction with their plans and with our services. Employee Benefits Corporation provides a competitive benefits package as well as opportunities for personal and professional growth. We are an equal-opportunity employer.

If this position sounds like what you have been searching for in a career, please e-mail your cover letter and resume to recruiter@ebcflex.com and reference EDI Programmer - 1021 in the subject line. Once your resume has been submitted and reviewed, we will contact you if you are selected for an interview.